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Bending Metal... By Computer

Lines with "REMs" after the line number may be left out. They are only comment lines and do not affect the operation of the program. If you have a printer, insert ... 
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A.IRCR1 IAFT BUILDERS, FROM times even before the Wright brothers thought of flying, have realized that when metal is bent, the length of the final product is not simply the sum of the lengths of all the sides. Rather, after bend-



ing, the metal used is less than the sum (see Figure 1). To overcome this change and save metal and money when laying out the finished pieces on flat stock, bend allowance and setback formulas have been created to figure the amount of metal used in the bend (see Figure 2 for a review of terminology). Even today, we need to economize wherever we can, and on a large project, a significant amount of metal can be saved by proper layout procedures.



Various EAA publications and FAA manuals contain



builts. Why not enter the computer age and make use of that thing you got for the kids or to "balance your checkbook"? With this article is a short program you can enter into



virtually any computer. It makes use of the generally accepted formulas for setback and bend allowance, and is written to allow you to calculate up to 20 bends on one fitting. (That ought to take into account even the most



complicated all-metal project.) Type the program into your computer and make the changes needed to make it run on your system. No special words that only work on a Byte-buster 560K are used, nor are graphics, which are extremely difficult



charts and formulas for figuring setback and bend allowance, but it's still a tiresome process, especially if there are multiple bends in a single fitting. After a while, even



to make work on several different systems. I will make



the most persistent metal fanatic is tempted to chuck the



the line number may be left out. They are only comment



figuring and eyeball a part, trimming it until it fits.



some suggestions and comments to perhaps make the program more comprehensible. Lines with "REMs" after



lines and do not affect the operation of the program. If you



I'm sure that there are at least 7, possibly 8, of you out



have a printer, insert what your computer needs so that



there who want to continue saving metal, and hence,



lines 490 to 630 will be printed out. Most small home-type



money, but have better things to do than all that manual



computers use "LPRINT", but if yours doesn't, fix it. If you



setback/bend allowance calculating required in home-



have no printer only a $50 Timex, drop the "L" from



"LPRINT" and the results will be shown on your monitor. Lines 240 and 400 are for computers that do have SIN and



COS capabilities, but not TAN. (Check your user's manLength



ual.) If you have TAN in your computer's commands,



5.097



remove "REM" from lines 230 and 390, and delete lines 240 and 400. If your computer's a real electronic



numbskull and has no trig functions at all, remove ")( (TAN(X(l)/2))" wherever you find it. Your setbacks will vary a bit, but will still be within reason. Be SURE



3"



you save your program to tape or disk (if you can) before



Radius = .125



running it. Naturally, as with all good software procedures, I can't be held responsible if this program causes your computer to fuse itself into a lump of metal and plastic suitable only for doorstops. When your program runs, you will be asked for metal thickness, number of bends, the length of each leg, and
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The length of the legs is more than the length of the finished piece. Not to scale.
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Metal Bending Terminology



Example Of Formed Piece From Blueprint



the radius and bend angle of each bend. Some key points



on determining and using setback and bend allowance:



The length of a leg asked for in the program is measured from the intersections of the mould lines. (Figure 2, again) If you're making a part from a drawing or blueprint, extend the plane of each leg past the bend and measure from intersection to intersection. If you're at the beginning or the end of the piece, just measure from the end of the metal to the intersection. If you are making plans, measure the formed piece from the mould line intersections, also (see Figure 3). If the plans you're using have the bend radius already, you're ahead of the game. If not, determine the minimum allowable radius for the type and thickness



of metal being used. Too small a radius promotes cracks



in the bend, and too large a radius makes for a part lacking in rigidity.



To use the calculated results, measure in the distance of the first leg from the edge of the metal, then alternately measure the lengths of each bend allowance and leg. The last measurement, unless the piece ends with a bend, should be a calculated leg. When forming, start the bend at the bend allowance line. If done properly, the bend will end at the other edge of the bend allowance. Now you'll be able to zip through layout (see Figure 4). Plan Dimension Length 10.6
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Thickness = 0.032 Total Length Needed: 10.044



No. of Bends: 4
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FIGURE 4



Layout From Calculated Results



(Bend Allowance Dimensions Are Shaded)



The computer has arrived. It has the ability to perform



many of the tedious calculations needed in the design and



construction of aircraft. We've all read that the Rutan Aircraft Factory uses the microcomputer to keep on the forefront of aircraft innovation. The January issue of SPORT A VIA TION carried an article on designing airfoils with home computers. A manufacturer of ultralights has
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Bending Metal... By Computer 

remove "REM" from lines 230 and 390, and delete lines. 240 and 400. If your computer's a real electronic numbskull and has no trig functions at all, remove.
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metal bending 

as polishing the 3"x3"x1" bar and the. 1" round bar roller may be difficult for you - you don't want to leave marks on the item that you are bend- ing. There may be ...
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Sheet Metal Bending Brake 

I ended up with a simple, easy to build, and inexpensive ... Drill four holes for the 3/8-inch bolts through the ... Remove the top plate and round off the front edge ...
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bending sheet metal 
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bending 

moment of area of the beam cross-section about the neutral axis (N.A.), 0 is the ..... Bending of reinforced concrete beams with simple tension reinforcement.
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unsymmetrical bending 

It has been shown in Chapter 4 of Mechanics of Materials 1 that the simple bending ... various methods of solution of unsymmetrical bending problems, however, ...
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Weight And Balance ... By Computer 

to know about personal W & B, see your doctor. ... This discussion concentrates on the effects that weight and balance have on aircraft stability ... and limit your accessories, or build an airplane .... times, such as now, it is best to ignore them.
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Hydraulic signals induced by bending in natural and artificial branches 

2. Plants respond to mechanical stimulis. Arabidopsis. Alfalfa. Growth response. Braam ... 2- Propagation of electrical signals ... Bulk modulus measurements.
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Bending a leading ed 

of using elecos to hold the trailing edge together use nylon or mylar tape. (Masking tape can be used, just put an extra layer on so that it doesn't surprise you by ...
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manuel de zoologie metal by sylvain pdf 

manuel de zoologie metal by sylvain | Read & Download Ebook manuel de zoologie metal by sylvain for free at our Online Library. manuel de zoologie metal by ...
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warattah is metal: new- metal, thrash, death-metal, thrash ... .fr 

Warattah is a metal band: brutal, full and perfectly ..... and the success is a pleasure welcome. ... 'We all invite you to put your ears on the screaming. Warattah.
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bending stiffness tester taber - Regmed 

This precision instrument provides accurate test measurement to Â± 1.0 ... In addition to the internal real-time clock and calendar ... method to test it. Testing range.
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Plate bending approximation: thin (Kirchhoff 

engineers there is much that has more general applicability, and many of the ... chosen functions satisfy the 'patch test' (see Chapter 10, Volume 1) then ...... The remarks of this section are verified in numerical tests and lead to an intelligent,.
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speak metal 

Son puissant et de haute qualitÃ© grÃ¢ce au haut-parleur 40 mm avec aimants nÃ©odyme. Arceau rÃ©glable pour un maintien et confort parfaits. Microphone ...
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METAL COVERING 

Ã‰tape : on enlÃ¨ve les guides (a) aprÃ¨s le vissage. Step : remove the installation templates (a) after having screwed. Ã‰tape : calage des barres transversales si le ...
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Bending With an Arbor Press 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. PHOTOGRAPHY BY JIM SOYK. To see this Hints for Homebuilders video, presented by Kerry Fores, visit www.SportAviation.org.
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Fundamentals Of Computer Algorithms By Ellis ... - WordPress.com 

The New. Turing Omnibus: 66. Excursions in. Computer Algorithms/C+. +. Introductory Bytes ..... URL:http://www.cise.ufl.edu/~raj/BOOK.html. O most course,for.
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Metal Corrosion 

mechanic handbooks, to guide you in identi- .... of new materials, and (4) damage that requires part replacement. ... is suspected. These advanced inspection ... manual prior to treatment of ferrous met- ... application of a solution of phosphoric.
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Plate bending approximation: thin (Kirchhoff 

The thin plate theory is based on the assumptions formalized by Kirchhoff in .... where the shear stress on the top and bottom of the plate are assumed to be zero.
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bending stiffness tester gurleytm - CALILAB 

Capable of evaluating more different sample sizes, weights and thicknesses than any other simular instrument. â€¢ Meets the most ... coated materials, catheters,...).
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Chardasz (Metal) 
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metal legs 

As it is exposed to sunlight, wood darkens as a result ... particles. To remove more difficult stains, use a dampened soft cloth with either soapy luke warm water.
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manuel de zoologie metal by sylvain jerome -86pdf ... AWS 

This. Manuel. De. Zoologie. Metal. By. Sylvain. Jerome. PDF on the files/S3Library-538e9-4b4df-633a4-8a6c7-75600.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if p
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20-37D AIRCRAFT METAL PROPELLER MAINTENANCE Initiated by 

scribe mark. When inspecting the propeller track, blades should be gently rocked to detect any possible looseness. Propeller blades exhibiting any looseness or ...
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